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While Fat Tire's sales in recent years have suffered as the headwinds faced by flagship beers 

have gained force, the eight years after the launch of Follow Your Folly saw great success for the 

brand. From 2008 through 2016, Fat Tire sales grew at approximately 4% per year.[i] This is 

impressive, given that this growth was coming atop an already sizable base; in 2008 Fat Tire 

alone sold about 350,000 barrels, already a sizable 4% share of the craft beer market. 

If Fat Tire had relied on a product difference alone, well, among America's many talented 

brewers there are no doubt more than a few who could have brewed a very similar beer. But Fat 

Tire's point of intangible difference insulated it from any significant degree of replication, and 

that's a narrative worth repeating. 

Now, we're not suggesting that craft brewers start investing their scarce resources in producing 

elaborate videos. But there are many ways to bring a brand personality to life - not least of which 

is the logo and label, but also image-aligned promotions, event sponsorships, social media 

posts, et al. And the story of "Follow Your Folly" exemplifies the power of building a point of 

difference through a differentiated personality- one that's also relevant and motivating because 

it helps drinkers tap into a side of themselves that's not as well-developed as they'd like it to be. 

By Mike Kallenberger 

[i] There's an old premise of marketing strategy that the Number One brand in a category or

market should literally copy everything the Number Two brand does, because then Number Two

will never be able to achieve a point of difference.

[ii] https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2023/06/l7/liquid-death-water-brand/

[iii] https://www.good beerh u nti ng.com/sig htl i nes/2020/1/21/how-montucky-beca me-the-most

successfu I-beer-bra nd-youve-never-hea rd-of

[iv] First Key INSIGHTS pieces have previously explored some aspects of this idea. See "Hard

Seltzer Drinkers: The Blurring of Myth and Reality," and "The Great Equalizer."

[v] Douglas Holt and Douglas Cameron, Cultural Strategy: Using Innovative Ideologies to Build

Breakthrough Brands, Oxford University Press, 2012

[vi] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cj PZkn pl FJ M or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= B

JxG3Sl h3U

[vii] These are from the author's calculations based on data from multiple reports




